
I designed this Salon Flyer in Photoshop.
The stylist did not request specific details for the composition.

She submitted to me a photo of herself, her logo and 8 photos 
with samples of her hairstyles. She also informed me that 

she liked pearls. This design advertises her salon and shows
her skills as a hair stylist. Although pearls have nothing to do 

with hair, I used them as an embellishment to the design 
since the stylist expressed that she liked pearls.



Lifting Your Standards Website was designed by me in Wix.
I also created the logo. This website focuses on suppling families 
with the necessary resources to live a healthy lifestyle thru good 
eating habits and using essential oils. As you can see by the rust 
color selected menu title, the menu navigates the user through 

multiple pages informing them of information that can be helpful 
to enhance their current lifestyle. I also gave the reader real life 
photos of weight loss of the website owner as well as photos of 

healthy food and essential oils for pictorial description.



I designed this Book Cover in Photoshop. Highlighting the 
author and the book title was my area of concentration for this 

design. Light geometric shapes in the background
was all that was needed to guide the viewer’s

focus to the 624 Daily Confessions title and the author.



I designed this Retirement Ceremony flyer in 
Photoshop. Other than the 3 photos and information, no other 

specifics were given.  Placing the Sergeant’s photo in his uniform 
while holding his newborn gives a nice focal point. The overall 

composition conveys a military feel celebrating his 
accomplishments of 27 years in the military, which is the 
main purpose of the flyer.  The flyer also demonstrates his

compassionate side as a loving husband and father.



The Relevant Word Newsletter was designed for a church by me 
in InDesign. Using InDesign allowed for easy flow and continuance 

of verbiage from one page to the next.  Only the verbiage was 
submitted for the design. I chose images that would give a visual 
aspect to the document without overshadowing the information.
This is a 6 page newsletter, intended to be viewed on the website.

However, it can be printed as an 8.5 x 11 newsletter
with a 1 page insert.
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I designed this Revival flyer in Photoshop.
The photo and seal were submitted to me, ready to use.

Since gold and green were the dominant colors, 
I used them for the basis of the overall design.

Whereas low resolution images take away from a great design,
good quality images such as these, help to make the final 

piece a good composition and makes this flyer pop.




